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1.0 Introduction-

i .

.

By letter dated July 1,1982, the licensee submitted a revised fire hazards
analysis which included an evaluation of all TMI-l fire areas / zones for
compliance with Section III of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50, which included
14 exemptions to the technical requirements of Section III.G. In meetings
with the licensee on November 5,1982 and March 15, 1983 and by letters

'

dated December 2,1982 and April 8,1983, we received additional information
and commitments for supplemental fire protection. In the April 8,1983

,

: letter, the licensee committed, among other things, to comply with Appendix R
in the 4160V switchgear room, which was the subject of one of the original'

| 14 exemptions. The exemption request was therefore withdrawn. Our evaluation
of the remaining 13 exemptions follows.

Section III.G.2 of Appendix R requires that one train of cables and equip-
ment necessary to achieve and maintain safe shutdown be maintained free of
fire damage by one of the following means:

:

(1) Separation of cables and equipment and associated non-safety circuits.
of redundant trains by a fire barrier having a three-hour rating.i

Structural steel forming a part of or supporting such fire. barriers

JIf
shall be protected to provide fire resistance. equivalent to that
required of the barrier;

! ?8 |
x. (2) Separation of cables and equipment and associated non-safety circuits |

of redundant trains by a horizontal distance of more than 20 feet
with no intervening combustibles or fire hazards. In addition,

8
a. u. fire detectors and an automatic fire suppression system shall be

installed in the fire area; or
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(3) Enclosure of cable and equipment and associated non-safety circuits
of one redundant train in a fire barrier having a one-hour rating. In

addition, fire detectors and an automatic fire suppression system
shall be installed in the fire area.

If these ccnditions are not met, Section III.G.3 requires an alternative
shutdown capability independent of the fire area of concern. It also

requires a fixed suppression system to be installed in the fire area of
concern if it contains a large concentration of c, ables or other combus-
tibles. These alternative requirements are not deemed to be equivalent;
however, they provide equivalent protection for those configurations in

,

'

which they are accepted.

Because it is not possible to predict the specific conditions under which
fires may occur and propagate, the design basis protective features are
specified in the rule rather than the design basis fire. Plant specific
features may require protection different from the measures specified in
Section III.G. In such a case, the licensee must demonstrate, by means
of a detailed fire hazards analysis, that existing protection in conjunc-
tion with proposed modifications will provide a level of safety equivalent
to the technical requirements of Section III.G of Appendix R. |

In summary, Section III.G is related to fire protection features for
ensuring that systems and associated circuits used to achieve and main-
tain safe shutdown are free of fire damage. Fire protection configur- )
ations must either meet the specific requirements of Section III.G or
an alternative fire protection configuration must be justified by a fire
hazards analysis.

Our general criteria for accepting an alternative fire protection con-
figuration are the following:

.

-
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o The alternative assures that one train of equipment necessary to
achieve hot shutdown from either the control room or emergency
control stations is free of fire damage.

o The alternative assures that fire damage to at least one train of
equipment necessary to achieve cold shutdown is limited such that
it can be repaired within a reasonable time (minor repairs with
components stored on-site). -

,

'

o Modifications required to meet.Section III.G would not enhance fire
protection safety above that provided by either existing or proposed

,
3

'alternatives.

o Modifications required to meet Section III.G would be detrimental
to overall facility safety.

# 2.0 Reactor Building Outside Secondary Shield, North (Zone RB-FZ-la)
2.1 Exemotion Requested

The licensee requested an exemption from Section III.G.2 to the extent that
it requires the installation of a noncombustible radiant energy shield to
protect redundant trains of safe shutdown related cable and equipment.

2.2 Discussion
.

i The area is enclosed on three sides by walls contructed of reinforced

j concrete. The fourth side is open, in part', to adjoining Zones RB-FZ-lb
and RB-FZ-1c. The floor and ceiling are of reinforced concrete and steel
grating.

,
,

The safe shutdown equipment located in this zone consists of three redundant
reactor building emergency cooling units and related cabling, one of which
is necessary for safe shutdown.

|

|

,, . . - - , . - .- -- , , -- . , .. - , ,,~, -
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The combustible materials present in the area consist of cable insulation
2and lube oil which represent a total fire load of 6,264 BTU /ft ,

'

Existing fire protection consists of a smoke detection system, portable
fire extinguishers and manual hose stations.

:

The licensee proposes to completely separate one train of shutdown-
related cabling from its redundant counterparts by a noncombustible,

,

radiant energy shield per Section III.G.2.f. The licensee states,
'

however, that such a barrier is not.necessary between the coolingi

units. '

~

.

The licensee's justification for the exemption was based on the low
fuel load which, if ignited, would not result in a fire of significant
magnitude to damage all three of the emergency cooling units.4

'

2.3 Evaluation

'

The technical requirements of Appendix R are not met because of the lack

of a noncombustible radiant energy shield between the cooling units.
The three units are positioned, in line, such that the minimum separation
between the end units is more than 40 feet. The "B" cooling unit is

4 located between the end units "A" and "C" and, therefore, would shield
either end unit from a potential exposure fire involving the other end
unit.

.

A fire, if one should occur, would involve the combustible cable insulations

and lube oil. The fuel load in the zone, if totally consumed, corresponds
to a fire severity on the ASTM E-119 time-temperature curve of between
five and six minutes. A fire of this duration would not occur because
of the protection afforded by other features of the plant fire
protection program, such as fixed and portable fire protection systems
and equipment, and the actions by the fire bridade and operating technicians.

1

r,----,.,-,e- w-.- n--- .-
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It is our opinion that because of the low fire loading, a fire in this
zone would be of limited severity, duration and extent.

Considering the distance between the three units and the worst fire location4

being between an end unit and the middle unit, fire damage should be limited
to, at most, those two units. Convective heat and smoke would rise and
be dissipated throughout the large ceiling area. Radiant heat and direct
flame impingement would be shielded by the "B" unit. It is our judgment,
therefore, in consideration of the equipment configuration (as described
above), the existing fire protection.and proposed modifications, and the
nature of fires in power plants, that a fire in this zone would not result

in damage to more than two of the three reattor building emergency cooling units.

2.4 Conclusion

Based on our evaluation, we conclude that with the proposed modifications,
the licensee's fire protection program will provide reasonable assurance'

that one safe shutdown division will be free of fire damage and will
achieve an acceptable level of fire protection equivalent to that provided
by Section III.G.2. Therefore, the licensee's request for exemption for
the Reactor Building Outside Secondary Shield, North (Zone RB-FZ-la),
should be granted.

1

3.0 Heat Exchanger Vault (Fire Zone AB-FZ-1)
3.1 Exemotion Requested

The licensee requested an exemption from Section III.G.2 to the extent
that it requires physical separation and/or the installation of a fire
suppression system.

:

|

1

_ _ - , , _ , ~. -
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3.2 Discussion

The crea is enclosed with walls, floor and ceiling of reinforced concrete
construction. Safe shutdown equipment located in the zone consists of
11 me. tor-ooerated valves and related cabling, as.sociated with the
nuclear service river water.

The combustible materials present in the area consist of cable insulation
2i and transient materials which represent a fire load of 2,400 BTU /ft ,

: Existing fire protection consists of a portable fire extinguisher and
,

a manual hose station. By l'atter dated April 8, 1983, the licensee
'

proposed to install a localized smoke detection system to provide an'

early fire warning capability in the area where cable for redundant
,

shutdown systems is vulnerable to fire damage.

! The licensee's justification for the exemption is based on the limited
'

fire loading in the room which,1f ignited, would not result in a fire
of significant magnitude. If a fire should occur, sufficient time exists
to manually operate the valves to achieve safe shutdown.

!

3.3 Evaluation

The technical requirements of Section III.G are not met because the

safety related valves and the electrical circuits to them are not pro-
! tacted by a one-hour fire rated barrier. In addition, the fire zone is

not equipped with area-wide fire detection and fire suppression systems.;

The licensee stated in the July 1, 1982 submittal that in the event a
fire occurred in this area and damaged the shutdown-related cable, at
least one hour would be available to manually operate the valves to
achieve safe shutdown conditions. We agree with this assessment.

:
!

!

- . , _ . . _ , _ - - . _ _ - - - - , _ , _ , ~ . _ . _ - . _ . - _ - - , _ . ~ . - - .-
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The smoke detection system that the licensee ,roposes to install in the
area will provide reasonable assurance that the fire will be discovered
before it results in sigaificant damage. Although there will be an
anticipated time delay of between'15 minutes and a half hour until the
fire brigade arrives, sufficient time will still remain after fire

extinguishment to restore flow paths, if necessary.
'

.

Because of the limited fire hazards in the zone, the available fire pro-
taction and the training of the plant fire brigade, any postulated fire
in this area will not be beyond the, capabilities'of the brigade to
extinguish within a short time span.

,

.

3.4 Conclusion

Based on our evaluation, we conclude that the licensee's proposed
modifications and existing fire protection will achieve an acceptable level
of fire protection equivalent to that provided by Section III.G.2.
Therefore, the licensee's request for exemption for the Heat Exchanger Vault

! (Zone AB-FZ-1) should be granted.

4

I

4.0.1 Valve Gallery (Fire Zone AB-FZ-3)
'

4.0.2 Engineered Safeguards Motor Center B (Fire Zone AB-FZ-6a)

4.1 Exemotion Recuested

The licensee requested exemptions from Section III.G.2 to the extret
that it requires the installation of an automatic fire suppression system.

'

4.2.1 Discussion (Zone AB-FZ-3) l

l

The area is enclosed on three sides by walls constructed of reinforced
concrete. The fourth side is open to another fire zone. The floor and
ceiling are of reinforced concrete construction.

__.
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Safe shutdown equipment which is located in this room consists of redundant
electrical circuits associated with makeup and purification.

.

The combustible materials present in the zone include ~ cable insulation and
2represent a total fire load of 4,581 BTU /ft ,

Existing fire protection consists of a fire detection system, manual hose
stations and portable fire extinguishers.'

The licensee proposes to protect tne safety-related cabling with a
one-hour fire rated barrier. ~

-
.

i

4.2.2 Discussion (Zone AB-FZ-Sa)

The area is enclosed on three sides by walls constructed of reinforced
concrete. The fourth side is open to another fire zone. The floor and
ceiling are of reinforced concrete.

Safe shutdown equipment located in the zone consists of the engineered
safeguards motor control center 18. Its redundant counterpart is located
in the adjoining fire zone.

1

The combustible materials present in the zone include cable insulation
2and transient material and represent a fire load of 54,448 BTU /ft ,

Existing fire protetion consists of a fire detection system, manual
hose stations and portable fire extinguishers.

|

The licensee proposes to erect a one-hour fire rated barrier to separate -
the redundant motor control ce'nter.

i
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The licensee justifies the exemptions for both areas on the basis that
the low fuel load will limit the severity of a fire in the zones. This,
coupled with the existing fire protection and proposed one-hour fire
barrier, will provide assurance that one train of equipment necessary
for safe shutdown will be free of fire damage.

4.3 Evaluation

The technical requirements of Section III|G are not met in these zones
due to the absence of area-wide fire suppression systems.

.

The fire protection requirements of Appen, dix R. represent an aggregate,
.

comprised of active and passive components. In these zones, the licensee
'

has provided active protection in the form of complete smoke detection
systems which will provide reasonable assurance of early fire awareness
and response by the plant fire brigade and operating technicians. Pass-

-

ive protection is achieved by the erection of complete one-hour fire
rated barriers between redundant safety divisions.

The fuel load in these zones is low to moderate. If totally consumed, the,

combustible materials would produce a fire which corresponds to a fire,

severity on the ASTM E-119 time-temperature curve of less than 5 minutes;

and 40 minutes, respectively. A fire of this duration would not occur

because of the fire protection afforded by other features of the plant
fire protection program.

It is our judgment that a fire, if one should occur, would not be of
significant magnitude and duration and would not breach the protection
provided by the one-hour fire barriers before the fire self extinguished
or was put out by the plant fire brigade.

_ . _ . .
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4.4 Conclusion

Based on our evaluation, we conclude that the licensee's alternate fire
protection configuration will provide reasonable assurance that one safe
shutdown division will be free of fire damage and will achieve an
acceptable level of fire protection equivalent to that provided by
Section III.G.2. Therefore, the licensee's requests for exemptions for

i the Valve Gallery (Zone AB-FZ-3) and the Engineered Safeguards Motor
; Center B (Zone AB-FZ-6a) should be granteed.

,

*

.

5.0.1 Penetration Area (Zone A8-FZ-4)
5.0.2 IR Switchaear Area (Zone ISPH-FZ-1)'
5.0.3 IT Switchaear Area (Zone ISPH-FZ-2)

5.1 Exemption Requested

j The licensee requested exemp.tions from Section III.G.2 to the extent that
it requires the installation of a one-hour fire rated barrier.

;

1

5.2.1 Discussion (Zone AB-FZ-4),

i

The area is bounded on one side and part of another by walls constructed
of reinforced concrete. The remaining sides are open to adjoining fire

f zones. The area is also open, via an unprotected stairway, with a ;

vertically adjoining fire zone. |

Safe shutdown equipment which is located within the zone consists of
redundant decay heat removal and makeup and purification valves, along
with safety-related cable and instrumentation.

i
.

!
s

-- .-
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j The combustible materials present in the zone include cable insulation
and transient material which represent a total fire load of 52,822

2BTU /ft ,

Existing fire protection consists of a deluge-type, water spray fire
suppression system 'wh'ich', by letter dated April 8,1984 the ' licensee
proposes to convert from automatic to manual ' activation; a fire detec-
tion system; manual hose station and portable fire extinguishers. The

I licensee proposes to protect the electrical cables in the zone for
,

safety-related equipment, excluding.the valves and the associated cable,,

I
*

with a one-hour fire rated barrier.
, .

,

4

5.2.2 Discussion (Zone ISPH-FZ-1),

1

The area is enclosed by walls, floor, and ceiling of reinforced concrete.
Safe shutdown equipment which is located within the zone consists of
redundant safety-related cab.le, the 480V 1A motor control center and 1R,

; switchgear, decay heat river water pump A, nuclear services river water
pump C, reactor building emergency cooling pump B, and six safety-related,

) valves associated with nuclear service river water, decay heat river water

{ and reactor building emergency cooling river water.
|
.

j The combustible materials present in the zone include lube oil, cable

i insulation, and transient materials and represent a fire load of
215,854 BTU /ft ,

Existing fire protection consists of an automatic wet pipe sprinkler
system, manual hose station and portable fire extinguishers.

,

9

I

- , ,_ - . - - -- - , - -,.
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The licensee proposes the following modifications: 1) a complete area- |
4 ,

j wide fire detection system; 2) a one-hour fire rated barrier to protect |
all safety-related cable in the zone except for the valves and associated j3

i cables; 3) repowering the "C" train nuclear services river water pump, !
! and 4) a three-hour rated fire door in the wall between this zone and !

f ISPH-FZ-2.
;

$ i

{ 5. 2. 3 Discussion (Zone ISPH-FZ-2) |
1

| The area is enclosed by walls, floor and ceiling of reinforced concrete. f
Safe shutdown equipment which is lodated within the zone consists of

|
'

,

redundant safety-related cable, the 480V 18 motor control center and
IT switchgear, decay heat river water pump B, nuclear services river

! water pumps A & 8, reactor building emergency cooling pump A and flow
I safety-related valves associated with nuclear service river water, decay

heat river water and reactor building emergency cooling river water.

i

; The combustible materials present in the zone include lube oil, cable
i insulation and transient material and represent a fire load of

216,020 BTU /ft ,
,

e

i Existing fire protection consists of an automatic wet pipe sprinkler
j system, manual hose station and portable fire extinguishers.
<

! The licensee proposes the following modifications: 1) a complete area-wide
fire detection system wi'il be installed, 2) a one-hour fire rated barrier

! will be installed to protect safety-related cable, except for the valves
and the associated cable, 3) the "A" train nuclear services river water

| pump will be repowered and 4) the installation of a three hour fire rated
door in the wall separating this zone from ISPH-FZ-1.

,

P

i

i*

!

!
|

I

.. - - . . - - - - - - , - - . - - , --. - - --. -_--, -. - - - , - . ..
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The licensee justifies the exemptions on the basis that, although the
circuits to the subject valves will be damaged in a fire, the valves
themselves will not, and sufficient time exists for operating technicians
to operate the valves manually to achieve safe shutdown.

5.3 Evaluation

For all three areas, the technical requirements of Section III.G are not
,

met because of the absence of a one-hour fire rated barrier to protect
shutdown-related valves and their associated cabling. In addition,
the Penetration Area will no longer'be protected by an automatic fire

,

suppression system.
,

Active fire protection for these areas will consist of a complete smoke detection
system which provides reasonable assurance of early fire awareness and response
by operating personnel and the plant brigade. Additional protection for the
switchgear areas consists of automatic fire suppression systems which will
prevent any fire from reaching significant levels before being extinguished.
Due to the concern for damage resulting from inadvertent actuation of the deluge
system in the penetration area, the system will be converted to manual actuation.
This modification will not significantly lower the level of safety because
the system can still be manually activated in sufficient time to prevent>

serious damage, and is therefore acceptable.

Passive protection for the valves and related circuits, by either a one-
hour rated barrier or 20 feet separation without intervening combustibles,
will not be provided. Nevertheless, the licensee has demonstrated that
at least two hours are available after a fire to manually operate the
valves to achieve safe shutdown. It is our judgment, based on the
proposed modifications, the limited fuel load and existing fire protec-
tion, that a fire, if one should occur in these areas, will not prevent
re-entry into the room and access to the valves for more than one hour.
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A sufficient time buffer exists, therefore, to enable the flow paths f

to be reestablished, if necessary, by operating personnel so as to (

achieve safe shutdown.
,

i t

5.4 Conclusion
,

Based on our evaluation, we conclude that the licensee's alternate fire
. protection configuration will achieve an acceptable level of fire protection

equivalent to that provided by Section III.G.2. Therefore, the licensee's t

j request for exemption for the following areas should be granted:

I -

1

; Penetration Area,

j IR Switchgear Area,
'

IT Switchgear Araa.

6.0 Control Buildina Health' Physics and Lab Area (Zone C8-FA-1)
6.1 Exemption Requested

The licensee requeste.d an exemption from Section III.G.2 to the extent
that it requires the installation of an automatic fire suppression system.,

:

6.2 Discussion >

|

j The area is bounded by walls, floor, and ceiling of reinforced concrete

{ construction. Safe shutdown components. located within this zone consist

of electrical circuits for both divisions located above the suspended
,

ceiling. >ir.
?

-
,

The combustible materials present in the zone include cable insulation as |

well as stored and transient materials,' and representi.a fire load of |
2 i52,578 BTU /ft , \

,

,

i
!

l

_ _ - _ _ . - - . _ . _ _ . _ _ , - _. _. . , _ _ . . - _ _ _ .
l
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Existing fire protection consists of an automatic wet pipe sprinkler system,;

located below the suspended ceiling, and portable fire extinguishers.

The licensee proposes to install a smoke detection system above the sus-
pended ceiling and to protect one train of the safety-related circuits in

' a one-hour fire rated barrier.

)
'

The licenses states that the one-hour barrier, coupled with the proposed
fire detection system and existing fire protection, is sufficient to
achieve an acceptable level of safety without the installation of a fire

j suppression system above the suspended ceiling. --

.

| 6.3 Evaluation

:
1 The technical requirements of Section III.G are not met because of the

absence of a fire suppression system to protect the redundant safety
circuits above the suspended ceiling.

In this area,the licensee has provided active fire protectior, in the
] form of a complete smoke detection system above the ceiling. This will

provide reasonable assurance of early fire awareness and response by
operating technicians and the plant fire brigade. Additional protection
is afforded by the sprinkler system below the ceiling. Passive protec-f

| tion is achieved by the installation of a rated fire barrier to protect
'

one train of the safe shutdown circuits.
:

'

The fire loading in the zone is r..oderate. Ir all combustibles were totally
consumed, they would produce a fire which corresponds to a fire severity -

on the ASTM time-temperature curve of liss than 40 minutes. A fire of,

this duration would not occur because of the protection afforded by other
existing and proposed features of the fire protection program.

.
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It is our judgment that a fire, if one should occur, would not be of
significant magnitude and duration and would not breach the protectionr

provided by the one-hour fire barrier before the fire self extinguished
or was put out by the plant fire brigade or the sprinkler system.

6.4 Conclusion

Based on our evaluation, we conclude that the licensee's alternate fire

protection configuration will provide reasonable , assurance that one safe
shutdown division will be free of fire damage and will achieve an accept-
able level of fire protection equivalent to that provided by Section III.G.2.
Therefore, the licensee's request for exemption for the Control Building

,

Health Physics and Lab Area (Zone CB-FA-1) should be granted.

7.0 General Area - Elevation j81 Feet (Zone AB-FZ-5)
.

7.1 Exemotion Requested

The licensee requested an exemption from Section III.G.2 to the extent

that it requires the installation of an automatic fire suppression system'
and an area-wide fire detection system.

7.2 Discussion

The area is bounded on three sides by walls constructed of reinforced
|

concrete. The fourth side is open to another zone. Floor and ceiling
are of reinforced concrete. Safe shutdown equip 4 v which is located

.

in this zone consists of redundant safety-rat 9'9d lectrical circuits.
|

The combustible materials present in the zone include pump lube oil,
cable isulation and transient material and represent a fire load of

'
2 '

20,062 BTV/ft .

. 3

o

. _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ b
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Existing fire protection consists of manual hose stations and portable
fire extinguishers.

By letter dated April 8, 1982, the licensee proposed to install a localized
fire detection system to provide an early fire warning capability in the
area where cables for redundant shutdown systems are vulnerable to fire
damage. The licensee also proposes to protect one train of the safe
shutdown cable in a one-hour fire rated barrier.

'

7. 3 Evaluation .

.

The technical requirements of Section III.G are not met because of the i

absence of both an area-wide fire detection and automatic fire suppression
systems.

Our concern is that a fire of significant magnitude, if one should occur
in this area, would damage redundant shutdown cables before being suppressed
by the plant fire brigade. The fire detection system, which the licensee

' proposes to install 20 feet on either side and above the safe shutdown
circuits, will provide reasonable assurance that a fire will be discovered
at an early stage, before significant damage results. Because of the low
fire load, available manual fire fighting equipment, and fire brigade
training, it is our judgment that any postulated fire in the area would
not be beyond the capabilities of the , fire brigade to extinguish within
a short time span.

Although a time delay of between 15 minutes and a half hour is anticipated
between the receipt of the initial fire alarm and the arrival of the fire
brigade, the one-hour fire rated barrier that the licensee proposes to
install around the shutdown-related' cable will provide sufficient passive

.

fire protection until the fire is extinguished.
|

|

. , , .. -. , . .. . . .
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<

7.4 Conclusion
i 1

|

s

j Based on our evaluation, we conclude that the licensee's proposed modifi-
cations with the existing fire protection provide reasonable assurance

| that one safe shutdown division will be free of fire damage and will
achieve an acceptable level of fire protection equivalent to that pro--

I vided by Section III.G.2. Therefore, the licensee's request for
exemption for the General Area - Elevation 281 feet (Zone AB-FZ-5)

^

should be granted.
1 -

| 8.0.1 Demineralizers and MCC A (Zone AB-FZ-6)
,

. ,

.

.I
1 8.0.2 Valve Gallery and Penetration Room (Zone lB-FZ-1)
;

*

i

8.0.3 Motor Driven Emergency Feedwater Pump Area (Zone 18-FZ-3)
i
'
,

j 8.1 Exemption Requested
|

'

{ The licensee requested exemptions from Section III.G.2 to the extent that !

it requires the installation of a one-hour barrier and an automatic fire;

I
suppression system.

i
!

| 8.2.1 Discussion (Zone AB-FZ-6)

!
The area is enclosed on three sides by walls constructed of reinforced ~ J

! concrete. The fourth side is open to an adjoining fire zone. The floor |
i

iand ceiling are of reinforced concrete.
.

I Safe shutdown equipment which is present in the zone consists of the
engineered safeguards MCC 1A (its redundant counterpart is located in
the adjoining zone), and redundant makeup and purification valves with

i

related cabling.

,

I
. . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . , . _. ._ _. ._
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The combustible materials present in the zone include cable insulation
2and transient material and represent,a fire load of 30,404 BTU /ft ,

Existing fire protection consists of a smoke detection system in the motor
control center area, manual hose stations, and portable fire extinguishers.

The licensee proposes to erect a one-hour rated fire wall at the common
boundary between this zone and AB-FZ-6a to separate the redundant MCCs.

.

8.2.2 Discussion (Zone 1B-FZ-1) .

.

The area is enclosed by walls, floor and roof of reinforced concrete.
Safe shutdown equipment which is located within the zone consists of
14 reactor buildind ~einergency cooling valves and related cabling.

,

The combustible material present in the zone is cable insulation, which
2represents a fire load of 8,925 BTU /ft ,

,

Existing fire protection consists of a smoke detection system, manual
hose stations and portable fire extinguishers.

8.2.3 Discussion (Zone 1B-FZ-3)

The area is enclosed by walls, floor and ceiling of reinforced concrete.
Safe shutdown equipment.which is located in the zone consists of four
emergency feedwater valves, Division A and B emergency feedwater pumps

and related cabling.

The combustible material located in the zone includes lube oil and cable
insulation and respresents a fire load of 5,659 BTU /ft .

Existing fire protection consists of a smoke detection system, portable
fire extinguishers and manual hose stations.

. - , .
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For all three fire areas,the licensee justifies the exemptions on the
basis that, although the circuit to the valves will be damaged in a fire,
the valves will not, and sufficient time exists for operating technicians
to operate the valves manually to achieve safe shutdown.

8.3 Evaluation

'

In all three fire areas, the technical requirements of Section III.G are
not met because the safety-related valves and circuits are not protected
by one-hour rated fire barriers. In' addition, the zones are not equipped

_-

with area-wide fire suppression systems.
,

>

,

The fire load in the zones is low. The combustibles, if totally ennsumed,
would result in a fire which correspondsto a fire severity on the ASTM
E-119 time-temperature curve of approximately 23 minutes, 7 minutes and
4 minutes in the three zones. The duration of these fires ignores the
protection afforded by other features of the plant fire protection program.
It is our opinion that fires of significant magnitude would not occur in
these rooms.

The areas are also equipped with fire detection systems which provide
reasonable assurance of early fire awareness and response by operating
personnel and the plant fire brigade.

The licensee has demonstrated that, should a fire occur in these rooms,
12 hours exist to manually operate the valves' to achieve s'afe shut-

down. . It is our judgment, based on the limited fire load and existing
fire protection, that a fire in these rooms would not prevent re entry . '

into the areas and access to the valves for more than one hour. Thus,

a sufficient time buffer exists to enable the flow paths to be
. reestablished, if necessary, so as to achieve safe shutdown.

.

t

+

, - - , . - - .-- - -- ,. m.~ _
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8.4 Conclusion

Based on our evaluation, we conclude that the licensee's alternate fire
protection configuration will achieve an acceptable level of fire protection

I equivalent to that provided by Section III.G.2. Therefore, the licensee's

request for exemption for the following areas should be granted:

.

'

Domineralizers and MCC A, .

Valve Gallery and Penetration Room,
,

Motor Driven Emergency Feedwater Area:

9.0 Decay Heat Removal and Nuclear Service Closed Cycle Cooling Pumo Area
(Zone AB-FZ-7)

9.1 Exemption Requested
.

| The licensee requested an exemption from Section III.G.2 to the extent
that it requires the installation of a one-hour fire rated barrier and'

.

an automatic fire suppressioe system.

i

: 9.2 Discussion-

The area is bounded by walls, floor and ceiling of reinforced concrete
'

construction. Safe shutdown equipment which is located within the zone 1

consists of redundant decay. heat closed cycle cooling pumps, nuclear-
service. closed cycle cooling pumps, and intermediate closed cycle. cooling
pumps and related cabling.

- The combustible material present in the zone includes lube oil, cable - 1

insulation and transient materials and re present a fire load of
7,626 BTU /ft .

;
|

., - . .- , . - . _ _ . ,
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Existing fire protection consists of a fire detection system, manual
hose station and portable fire extinguishers. Partial, reinforced con-
crete barriers exist between each nuclear services closed cycle cooling
pump and the decay heat closed cycle cooling pumps.

.

The licensee proposes to protect Division A cabling with a complete
one-hour fire rated barrier.

The licensee justifies the exemption on th'e basis that, because of the
low fuel load, a fire of significant magnitude will not occur.

; -

.

9.3 Evaluation
,

The technical requirements of Section III.G are not met because of the

absence of an automatic fire suppression system and complete one-hour
fire rated barriers between redundant pumps that are needed for safe
shutdown.

I

.

The fire load in this zone is low. The combustibles, if totally con-
'

sumed, would produce a fire which corresponds to a fire severity on the
:

ASTM E-119 time-temperatue curve of approximately 5 minutes. It is our -.

opinion that a fire of significant magnitude and duration would not

occur in this room because of the protection attorded by otner teatures
1 of the plant fire protection program.

| The area is equipped with a fire detection system which provides reason-
able assurance of early fire awareness and response by operating personnel.

'

and the plant fire brigade.

Passive protection exists in the form of a complete one-hour fire rated
:

barrier which the licensee committed to provide for one shutdown division
of cabling. Passive protection for the safety-related pumps is repre--
sented oy the cartial height reinforced concrete walls. These walls will

!

. - -. -. - . _ . . . .. - .. . .
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,

provide protection from radiant heat and direct flame impingement to |
assure that at least one division is available for shutdown.-

9.4 Conclusion
'

Based on our evaluation, we conclude that the licensee's alternate fire4

protection configuration will provide reasonable assurance that one safe
shutdown division will be free of fire damage and will achieve an accept-
able level of fire protection equivalent to that provided by Section

'

III.G.2. ,

.

Therefore, the licensee's request for exemption for the Deday Heat Removal
and Nuclear Service Closed Cycle Cooling Pump Area should be granted.

10.0 Clarification of Accendix R Issues

10.1 Introduction
,

.

Our review of the licensee's Appendix R evaluation revealed instances,
such as in the Reactor Building, where the requirements of Section III.G
may have been misinterpreted. Specifically, the licensee does not appear

i to have evaluated the plant for compliance with Section III.G on the
basis of valid fire areas.

In addition, the licensee appears to have relied upon partial fire detection-
and. suppression systems to achieve compliance with Section III.G.2 without,

complete justification. We deem it prudent to state our position in this
matter to avoid any misunderstandings.

10.2 Fire Areas

Section III.G of Appendix R identifies acceptable methods to provide fire
protection for shutdown systems when reduncant trains are located "within

_ . . __ _ - . _ . . _ _ _ ,_
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the same area." A fire area is generally bounded by construction having
a fin e resistance of at least three hours or by equivalent protection, such
as a justified fire barrier of less fire resistance or a water curtain.
Fire hazard analyses conducted prior to Appendix R to satisfy NRC
Supplementary Guidance for Fire Protection Program Evaluation (September
1976) evaluated plant conditions from the perspective of both fire areas
and fire zones (locations within a fire area that are not bounded by
fire barriers). However, Section III.G of" Appendix R sets forth the

I
requirement for fire protection for safe shutdown , capability only on the
basis of fire areas. -

.

..

The term " fire area" was defined in page 2'of BTP APCSB 9.5-1 " Guidelines
for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants" dated May 1, 1976. This
definition also applied to Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1. A fire area
was defined as "that portion of a building or plant that is separated,

from other areas by boundary fire barriers (walls, floors and roofs) with
any openings or penetrations . protected with seals or closures having a

'

fire resistance rating equal to that of the barrier." Because this
definition appeared to be well understood and accepted by licensees and
because Appendix R uses the same definition as Appendix A to BTP
APCSB 9.5-1, the definition was not repeated in Appendix R.

If previous evaluations by the licensee and the NRC staf# were based on

fire areas which comply with the above definition, they are in compliance

with Appendix R. If previous evaluations were not based on fire areas,

and the separation between fire zones does not meet the requirements of

Section III.G of Appendix R, the technical requirements of Appendix P '

may not have been met.

4

i
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The fire protection requirements of Section III.G of Appenn R are
intended to provide reasonable assurance that at least one safe shut-

down division is free of fire damage after a postulated fire in any
Licensees, in their effort to assess compliance wit.h Section III.G.area.

are required to identify all those redundant shutdown systems that may be
affected by a single fire within the plant. Because it is not possible
to predict occurrence, locality or severity of fires, the area of potential
fire influence needs to be defined by boundaries that can reasonably be
expected to contain the flame, heat, and hot gases that will result from a
fire. This definition of " fire area,s" is predicated on sound fire pro-
tection engineering principles as they relate to the risk of fire damage
to redundant shutdown equipment and cables; with due consideration to

,

the propagation of fire and smoke through structures. Fire area bound-
aries defined by non-substantive, non physi al, logical divisions or
equipment groupings cannot be expected to restrict fire and smoke spread.

Therefore, any Appendix R compliance analysis that was not based on fire

areas defined by three-hour fi're rated walls, or by equivalent protection

such as a justified fire barrier of less fire resistance, or an adequate

water curtain, may not adequately demonstrate compliance with Appendix R

separation requirements.

10.3 Area Fire Detectors and Fire Suporession System

Sections III.G.2.B; III.G.2.C; III.G.2.D; and III.G.3 of Appendix R
necessitate that a fire detection and fire suppression system be,

installed "in the area." This protection should be provided in con-
formance with appropriate industry standards (such as National Fire

Protection Association Standards Nos.13 and 72E) on the basis of sound
fire protection principles. General industry practice, as exemplified
by the following references from the National Fire Protection Associa-
tion (NFPA), Fire Protection Handbook and NFPA Standards, is to install
fire protection throughout an area:

.
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"... complete installation of sprinklers throughout a building is
necessary for complete protection of life and property. No areas
should be left unprotected. It is risky to omit sprinklers from

any single area because it is judged that the hazard is not
sufficient to warrant them."I

"The basic principles for providing proper protection are
namely: (1) Sprinklers installed throughout the premises..."2

"When complete coverage is required, (Fire) d'etection devices '

should be installed throughout all parts of the building."
,

--

There may be instances where the installation of a fire suppression

system in an individual fire area may be detrimental to overall plant

safety. In some instances the provision of a fire detection and a

fire suppression system throughout the fire area may not significantly

increase the level of fire safety afforded by partial coverage. Where

it can be clearly demonstrated, by a fire protection engineeringf

analysis, that the installation of a fire detection and fire suppression

system in only select locations within a valid fire area will provide

an equivalent level of protection, such partial coverage achieves

complis.nce with Appendix R.

,

,
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11.0 Summary

Based on our evaluation, the licensee's request for exemptions for the
following areas should be granted.

~

i (1) Reactor Building Outside Secondary Shield, North (Zone RB-FZ-la)
4(2) Valve Gallery (Zone AB-FZ-3)

(3) Engineered Safeguards Motor Center B,(Zone A8-FZ-6a)
(4) Control Building Health Physics and Lab Area (Zone CB-FA-1)

(5) Penetration Area (Zone AB-FZ-4) '

'

(6) IR Switchgear Area (Zone ISPH-FZ-1)
,

(7) IT Switchgear Area (Zone ISPH-FZ-2) .

(8) Domineralizers and MCC A (Zone A8-FZ-6)
(9) Valve Gallery and Penetration Room (Zone 18-FZ-1),

'

(10) Motor Driven Emergency Feedwater Pump Area (Zone IB-FZ-3)

{ (11) Decay Heat Removal and Nuclear Service Closed Cycle Cooling Pump
, Area (Zone A8-FZ-7)
.1
; .(12) Heat Exchanger Vault (Zone A8-FZ-1)

! (13) General Area - Elevation 281 feet (Zone A8-FZ-5)
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